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ventilation - prefusion relationship Lecture (2)

* apex -> low ventilation + low prefusion- so 2 alveolar dead space : when there is completcut in oxygen contant is the amount of blood
Not all oxygen is being used -> where infection occur circulation leading the prefusion to be around zero dissolved in 100 m in blood
so - 2 . 5 V/Q why ? - emboli is the most common cause

* base of the lug has higher rate of ventilation
-> making the alvean/prefusion = - so during excercise the content in arterial

& prefusion is higher due to gravity but prefusion PAOc = /So PACO =O stay the same due to increase of ventilation while

is higher than ventilation sealing that some blood why not 100 -
back of CO2 the or contant in venoes blood is reduced due to

wont be oxygenated -> 0 .6-vIp the increase dissuction of of to the cell durim

* the previous situations are called excercise due to increase in demand

(4 .5-5/5-
5.5) = 0 . 8 - genial / ventilation/prefusion mismatch

in Rest Pathophysiology
in some disease both of these effects

so now lets discus what happen in case of might occur , alveolar dead spacea shunt mismatch of this ratis is caused by
lik emphysema in COPP

1) Shunt : When there is local mpoxia it will cause ⑦ Reduced prefusion of the lurys &

vasoconstriction so partial blockage of circulation shunted blood is : the venow blood that typically embolism - higher ratio

and the blood will go to the surrounding blood remains unchanged <passing unfunctional PACO2] PAOzy PaOz b Leadin

vessel insted why ? -> due to obstruction alveolis -
shuted blood/minute called to dysprea and tachypener

in the alread so zero ventilation making physiological shunt.

the Via = 0 ↳ decreased amount of Poe in & Reduce ventilation
so no ventilation the air in the alveali arterial will increase in PCOL pneumonia - exudate

would be to the venous blood so COPD & asthma -> less air out

PA02 = 40 PACoz = 45 or G in case of alveolar dead space ->102 respiratory distress syndrome -> collapse

retention
-> hypercaphia -> thypoxia ↳ lead to hypoxemia but the rest

#
-> hyperventilation - correct the of the lug can remove the car

Co2 retention so hypercaphin doesn't occur

* during excercise the ventilation & ⑤ both

prefusion increase leading to decrease emphysema
the inequality in the ratio - more uniform

->
bronchial obstruction- >

↓ ventilation v/a = o

topographical distribution of blood flow Shant

-> enlargement of air says
->

No precision



limitation of moument of gases due to transport of of by like

diffusion co-efficient co2s o2 it gives sigmoid shaped due to the + && state us excercise

notice that or is transported by He the saturation of of in arterial blood = 17 % in excercise DPG
,

CO2 & temprature increment
instead of plasma zom/min while in venous is 75%, blood content zo + 15 also the myoglobin get excreated to the blood

↓

a protein found in skeleful a heart muscle that

the Poz in he is less than Pack why is that 7 it can buffer oxygen concentration changed in atmosphere have high affinity to of even higher than Abe

so ever when Parr = Go about 10 % is the which bind to one oz -
dissacciation came has

11 deoxygenated blood from the base saturation of the preventing hypoxemia rectangular hyperbolic rather than sigmoid
↳ venowe drainage to the pulmonary vein from the we need , in excercise the saturation of remoy blood

bronchia arteries is valuced due to ino consumption so its

3) cornery circulation micwarteries drain directly to the about 10% while the saturation of arterial now let talk about ca2

left ventrical blood is not changed C2 real very little difference in gradiant

170p ->
shift to the right dus to the high solubility ,

I between blooda tissue

O2 is transported by the kesm factor affecting the saturation ofIth decrease it & S between blood and alucal :, hpovelmic stock

3% could increase in Peripural tissue Pcon

1) bohr's effect - Co * H+ -Ab lead to decrease
Ab is a proteins submit with name · 2 affinity to Ab this cause shif to the right only 4 al/det of blood is transfied to the and

groupes attached to each protein around the tissue systematics while in palmonary
whenNo or in it it is harder circulation ->Not so mul -↑ affinity to o methods of co transport :

to bind with oxyen I state 1) transport CO2 in dissolved state 7% arhouminohemoglobin

white when it's bird with on 2) increase temperature 2) transportc2 in combination with hemoglobin being

it increave its affinity to z attached to the ac of globulin not thewere groub
alled R state 3) increase BPG or DPG * it also decrease the 16 affinity to o

·

diphosphoglycerate a product of glycolysis - how RBCs produce ATP this bind to 31 transport co2 in the form of bicarbonate in 170%;

Functions of hemoglobin the doxygenated Ab making it inT state bless affinity to on it's useful in dissolved form

to prevent fissure hypoxia , IPPG increase 30% during pregnancy so the * CO2 blood concentration in veins = 2 . 7

is on transport mother Hh would have less afinity allowing the o, to goo from aterine arteries * CO2 blood concentration in arteries = 2. 4

2) Co2 transport to the fetal umbilical arteries -> AbS- in the fetry me higher affinity & not so 0 . 3 m//d is transported
3) buffer effected by UPG so even to

2 in uterine it willtake the blood

u) transport no vasodilates 2) Thyroid hormone, growth hormone how is the co2 is being transported as bicarbonate

3) high altitude
u) anemic 1) enter the RBC bind with water forming carbonic acid

5) diseases associated with hypoxia such as in congestive heart failurea 2) carbonic anhydrase convert it to bicarbonate & A
+

ions

Congestive heart failure 3) HCOs leave to the plasma&cT enter to combasenate the

in these situation it help to increase of to the tissue Loss of Hos while It bind to the hemoglobi
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· # there is other newson that can control the DRG & URG regal sigual- inspiratory inhibitory reflex

CO2 saturation is 52% in the blood passing hypothalame ,
Reticular activating system , cerebral cortex a how it works ? by stimulation of bronchial & bronchilar

through the issue and % blood passing the offerent from the vague, glossopharyngeda Somatic nerves stretch receptors -
afferent signal to the vegus

lay only 4% is being transported nerve -> inhibition of URG - it is stimulated when

① DRG tidal volume exceed 151 protective mechanism

bieding of of to th reduce its ability to located within a nucleve of tructus soritarius

bind with con & displace co2 in car boaminhemoglobin they are also the terminal sensation station of vague ⑤ Reticular activating system

from the blood & glossopharyngea nerves (Receive in post from receptors> it's responsible to increase the respiratory drive

trelease It ions bind with bicarbonate the when we are awake effort of the respiratory
dissolve toSo

,X water result + release con to * they are the pace makerof the basic respiratory *it's inhibited while we are musceles which

alveali rythem ->Intent period exhilation no action potential sleeping slight&in Co2 control the intensity

↳ Haldane effect
and we need to know that the action potential is in Ramp of the output
or cresendo manner ->> gradual action potential which wan not

↳ double the amount of co released all of the sudden we take afirm breath we do it in

from the blood to the langs gradual way a Ramp I inspired air vercevirsa now we are going to study the receptors which

double the pick up of Co to tissue. provide the respiratory centers with information so they

-

② Pneumotaxic Center decide how to work according to different

located in the parabrachialis of the upper pons so it can control situations::

now lets learn about the neurons that control and overole the DRG so it stop it so it allow this center ① chemical receptors ② Non-chemical receptors

how much we breath and how deep our breaths to control the deepth cidal volumea number of breaths Pcor & Poz

so when it stop the ramp causing decreate in tidal volume while

we have pacemaker in the brain to control our increase the respiration rate O chemical receptors are

breathing cycle it generat action potential & then it * activating Pneumotaxic center lead to shallow a rapid inspiration centeral chemoreceptors'
transfer it to the plenic nerve a contract diaphragm * without it we can still have normal rhythm they are located in medulla beneth the ventral

surface around the 1x Xx crivial nerves

Respiratory centers are located ③ventral respiratory group URL they are facing the CSS so they could measure the

above they aren't pacemaker a work only in some casel such an in excercise change in Co2 * # ions in the brain the can't

in the brain steam
->

medulla oblingunta + Pors it's located in nucleus ambigua nucleus retroambiguss , so it works sense any chang in on or in the bload

the higher in location the higher in power" by orders from DRG to assist in when greater ventilation is needed

The groups of neuron are : which pass signals to abdominal muscle ②periphral chemoreceptors :

a porsal respiratory group -> inspiration they are located in the carotid artic bodies

② ventral respiratory group -> expiration apmestic centers
->

detect change in Poz & slightly the change
③ Pneumotaxic center-> control the rate a depth of breathing in animal it prolonged inspiration by inhilt the switch-off of the inspiratory in PCoz & A in the arterial blood nown.

④ Apreustic center-> unknown function in human ramp signals bet in human it's unfromer aortic bodies
->> Vague -> DRG

⑧ corotid bodies -> glossopharynged -> DRG
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* centeral chemoreceptors accutuly can only why in anemic doesn't induce hyperventilation ?
sense the change ofHions in the CSS because peripheral receptors only sense or

but it can't cross the BBB how it sense it ?
-> Co2 can cross the BBB easily & then it react what happen during excercise ?
with Itzo in CSS-HCos -H + HCOs so the no body actually know because Por & Pcon

change in Coz change the At then it stimulate in arterial blood are the same

the central chemoreceptors theories regarding excercive

1)Stimulatory impulses from higher centers of the

what happen in case of increasing of Ploz brain to both respiratory muscle & respiratory centers

centeral chemoreceptors get activated which is going es propriceptive stimulatory reflex to respiratory centers

to increase the inspiration & expiration strength
of mele causing hypoventilation ,

85% chang in Non-chem receptors
the respiratory meathing casel by changed in 1) voluntary respiration by the cortex

co2 which is sensed by CCR so Pcoz is 2) Limbic system -
emotional changes sucha fear

the major controller of respiration. a raye cause changes in breathing
3 coughing sweezing a even broath holding doe to

what happen when Poz is below zomuty ? stimulation of palmonary irritant receptor (

Peripheral chemoreceptors sense the change of of pulmonary elemea heart faliure awere stimulation

Por then stimulation of PRO-increase rate & depth of receptor causing dyspres & thepre
of respiration. 5) anthesia causing respiratory depressio

6 Hering Brewer effect creflex,

* stimulation of respiration is 5 times faster by Respiratory failure
the periphral chemo receptors than central chemical

receptors 1) hypoxemic Failure :· poz or >Pco-most common 60

2) hypercaphia Failure! ↑ PCoz 350

what happen in high altitudes

accumalization which is

Poz drops at he leading to stimulation of peripheral chemical Respiratory acidosis

receptors leading to hyperventilation then bet decrease

this It so centeral chemical receptors are induced leading 1 Generalizal hypoventilation -> no respond
to mporentilation cover role the peripherals but with time to change in so2

the Isidues take one the respiration to correct the alkelosis a obstructive huny disease -
reduce aleator ventilation

caused by ocur so centeral receptor cas their sensitivity


